
Week 1: un- Week 2: -s Week 3: re- Week 4: -es/-ies Week 5: in-

unlock animals rewrite dishes incomplete 

unable monkeys review classes injustice 

unscrew answers return boxes inactive 

unhelpful gates retell batches inaccurate 

unbelievable plants rebuild butterflies informal 

body circles horse knew usually 

music questions birds since didn’t 

color fish problem ever friends 

stand area complete piece easy 

sun mark room told heard 

dog 

Week 6:  -ed Week 7:  dis- Week 8:  -ing Week 9: en- Week 10:  -ly

landed disagree laughing encourage easily 

called disrespect having enable gently 

passed discourage running enlarge magically 

asked dislike reaching entrust happily 

invited disappear giving ensure early 

order top short hours measure 

red shop better black remember 

door across best products waves 

sure today however happened reached 

become during low whole friendly 
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Week 11: non- Week 12: -er Week 13: over- Week 14:  -or Week 15: mis- 

nonstop teacher overreact author misbehave

nonsense runner overwork actor mistake

nonfiction writer overdo creator misread 

nonstick traveler overactive sailor misinformed 

nonexistent explorer overthink conductor miscalculate 

listen fast five true table 

wind several step hundred north 

rock hold morning against slowly 

space himself passed pattern money 

covered toward vowel numeral map 

Week 16:  -tion Week 17: sub- Week 18: pre- Week 19:  -sion Week 20: -ation

reaction submarine preset obsession invitation 

distraction subway precooked persuasion conversation

collection submerge preview explosion celebration

satisfaction subzero prehistoric decision expectation 

suggestion subside predate confusion determination

attraction cold town busy field

sing cried I’ll pulled travel

war plan unit draw wood 

ground notice figure voice fire

fall south certain seen upon

king 
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Week 21: inter- Week 22:  -ition Week 23: fore- Week 24: -able Week 25: de-

interview competition forehead capable declutter 

intergalactic audition forefront miserable dehydration 

intervene rendition forecast enjoyable deactivate

interact position forearms believable front

intersection composition forelegs shown feel

done fly correct minutes fact

English gave oh strong inches 

road box quickly verb street 

halt finally person stars

ten wait became 

Week 26: -ible Week 27: under- Week 28: -al Week 29: mid- Week 30: -ial 

comprehensible undersea comical midweek official

destructible underestimate personal midway commercial 

incredible understatement optional midday confidential 

invincible underwater seasonal midnight presidential 

decided building arrival midterm less 

contain ocean rest stay machine 

course class carefully green base 

surface note scientists known ago 

produce nothing inside island stood 

wheels week 
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Week 31: semi- Week 32:  -y Week 33: bi- Week 34:  -ness Week 35: tri-

semicircle sunny bicycle carelessness tricycle 

semifinal cloudy bilingual darkness triceratops 

semitropical sandy bimonthly kindness trilogy 

semisweet lucky biplane happiness triangle 

plane furry biannual sickness triathlon

system boat warm though yes 

behind game common language clear 

ran force bring shape equation 

round brought explain deep yet 

understand dry thousands government

Week 36: 
-ity

Week 37: 
quad-/penta-

Week 38: 
-ful

Week 39: 
hexa-/octa-

Week 40: 
-less

opportunity quadrilateral fearful hexapod countless 

responsibility quadruplets careful hexagon flawless

activity quadruple dreadful octopus useless 

similarity pentagon thankful octagon fearless

curiosity pentathlon helpful dark breathless

filled object power ball fine 

heat bread cannot material pair 

full rule able special circle 

hot among six heavy include 

check noun size built 
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